New understanding of local heavy rainfall events over the Beijing metropolitan region
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observational and modeling studies on two local heavy rainfall events over the BMR occurring under weak synoptic forcing. The CI processes were specially investigated.

Their results revealed that the cold pool outflows associated with precipitation systems around the BMR, the underlying urban surface and the local topography dominated where and when CIs and consequent heavy rainfall occurred. A sudden local heavy rainfall event produced by several scattered convective storms in 2008 interrupted the scheduled matches of the ongoing 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. The detailed observational analysis showed that small-scale topography and cold pool outflows were two key influencing factors in the development of the convective storms.

An isolated convective storm was initiated suddenly over Haidian district of Beijing in 2011, far away from the outflow boundary associated with a precipitation system over the northwestern mountains. The "northwestward-concaved valley" near Haidian and Changping districts and the urban surface accounted for the formation of a favorable convergence zone near the border of those two districts, facilitating the confluence of high-equivalent potential temperature air. The isolated convective outbreak would not be possible without the sustained low-level convergence of high-equivalent potential temperature air between south- to southeasterly flows and a northerly flow. The latter occurred far ahead of the outflow boundary associated with a convectively generated cold pool by the northwestern precipitation system.

The studies revealed the mechanisms for the development of local storms and consequent heavy rain in the BMR, which have important implications for improving relative prediction skills. The results were recently published in Atmospheric Science Letters and Monthly Weather Review.
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